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8/23/22 
 
 
RE: Multiple Green Cordura Finishes 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 
In an effort to help accommodate current customers that need several variants of green 
cordura for agencies, as well as clear up a previous misunderstanding of color names, 
we have now made available two different variations of green coloring in our cordura 
covered holsters. 
 
For the last 8 years or so, we have erroneously described our 73X cordura finish as 
“Ranger Green”, due to our initial offerings in this finish being ordered by the Army 
Rangers. Hence, the “Ranger” description was based on the customer, not the actual 
color. To be more accurate with our descriptions, yet make sure that what our 
customers are used to ordering and receiving in the past is not changed, we are 
changing the description of the 73X finish to “Camo Green” (shown on packaging as 
COR CAM GRN). Customers that have historically ordered the 73X finish in the past 
and want this same color, should not change their ordering habits and continue to use 
the same finish code they are accustomed to.  To reiterate: Accounts that want to stay 
in the same color they have received in past orders, should not change the Part 
Number/Finish code, nor the Part ID, as neither Part Number nor Part ID have 
changed. 
 
A new finish code, 72X, will be used for any future or current customers that want the 
actual Ranger Green, which is much more of an Olive Drab color, with heavier brown 
tones added into the green. To help avoid confusion, descriptions of this product will 
add “OD” for Olive Drab in front of descriptions (shown on packaging as COR OD RNG 
GRN).  Although currently limited in SKU availability, Part Adds for this new finish will be 
offered for anything not currently in the system, using the same (25) minimum order 
quantity we use with other Part Adds. 
 
As part of the effort of being accurate and consistent, this will both remedy the previous 
inaccurate descriptions of the product as well as align ourselves with the Body Armor 
category, which uses both of these colors as options in their external vests. 
 
To better visually show the difference between the two finishes, below are images of a 
swatch of each cordura, as well as shown on the holster. Although similar, the Camo 
Green (73X) has a brighter, more vibrant color to it, while OD Ranger Green (72X) has 
more brown tones and is more subdued. Keep in mind, computer screens variables may 
impact the color. 
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